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CellO-M is a patent-pending cell culture vessel that provides a niche for cells, organoids, and 
spheroids to perform the following subsequent procedures in one device:   Culturing, freezing, 
thawing, staining, immunolabeling, processing and examining under various microscopes. The cells 
stay in a single device during the whole process and do not move from one container to another. The 
quantity of the cells does not change. The morphology of the 2D or 3D structure remains intact since 
the methodology excludes centrifuging and other harmful steps. It reduces handling errors and 
contamination risk. Comparison of the viability and quality of the cells processed using the 
conventional method or the new method with Cello-M. The following diagram compares the 
traditional workflow with the Cellorama workflow. 

Cells, organoids, and spheroids are vulnerable to current lab culture methodologies, including 
multiple transfers, pipetting, and centrifuging. That dramatically affects the viability and quality of 
the cells, increases contamination risk, causes cell damage of more than 20% and information loss of 
more than 30%. Those images demonstrates the damage n three different samples after traditional 
workflow.

Figure 1: Cells after traditional workflow

Figure 2: Comparison of workflows
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Figure 5: Cells can be grown, frozen, thawed, processed, and visualized under different microscopes in single CellO-M
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Figure 3: Cancer Cells; Grown, frozen, and thawed  in CellO-M
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Figure 4: CellO-M is compatible with different types of microscopes
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